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COBBLESTONE TEXTURE

Less setback to property line

More setback to property line

The Challenge

Large block retaining walls offer massive benefits, but what if you don’t want a massive look in
geogrid
the finished wall? Now, you don’t have to choose one or the other.
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The Solution

When you choose Redi-Rock Cobblestone texture, you get the best of both worlds—the strucgeogrid
tural capabilities
of a large block retaining wall, with a smaller-scale look. Each Cobblestone texture
block has the appearance of six smaller blocks on each face, giving the walls a polished look that fits
well in commercial,
residential, DOT, landscaping projects and more.
geogrid
geogrid
The texture
on each Cobblestone block makes individual blocks nearly indistinguishable in a
finished wall.
Each block is cast in a mold taken from real stone, using wet cast concrete which gives
geogrid
walls a more natural finish than dry cast blocks, plus durability and strength.
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Redi-Rock Cobblestone is the perfect solution for projects that need to look good. Structurally,
Redi-Rock Cobblestone blocks are the same as Redi-Rock blocks you have worked with in the past—
most competition
the same massive dimensions, quality and ease of installation you’ve come to expect. At one ton each,
you can build tall gravity walls using
Cobblestone blocks, and even taller
walls with reinforcement.
Contact your local Redi- Rock
manufacturer or visit www.redi-rock.
com to learn more about the RediRock Cobblestone face today!
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MIDDLE BLOCK:
Weight: 2400 lbs.
46” x 41” x 18” High
5.75 sq. ft. of face

